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About This Game

Super Man Or Monster is a monsterfilled, explosive, third person action game with a delightful 8-bit style. You choose if you
want to fight with MAN to protect the world, or be a MONSTER and destroy it!

Super Man Or Monster?!

Man - Build your army, fly around with your jetpack and blast monsters. Anything you deploy you can pilot yourself, from
turrets and tanks to helicopters! Kick ass. Monster - Bash, stomp and wreck cities with brute force and special powers like

fireballs and body slams. Bring the chaos!

What's so super about it?

We’re taking the classic Man Or Monster (a simple voxel browser game) to the next level by adding all stuff we didn’t have time
for back then. We've added controller support, full screen retro visuals, lots of new content and a splitscreen local multiplayer
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mode that's pretty awesome if we do say so ourselves (we do)!

Features

Play as Man or as Monster. Two very different experiences for the price of one!

Explore more than 30 of the world’s biggest cities in glorious cubestyle.

Splitscreen local multiplayer game mode: Man versus Monster.

Unlock tons of units, monsters, special attacks and trophies.

8-bit look now in three dimensions.

Super catchy retro chiptunes!

A jetpack and fart-attacks. Need I say more?
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Title: Super Man Or Monster
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Xform
Publisher:
Xform
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 260 or ATI 4850

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Dutch
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What do you expect for this price?. Pros -
- Great soundtracks.
- Easy controls.
- Great visuals.
- Replayability.
- Fun strategic challenges.
- Hard levels which make you have to get to know how the game works in order to win (even know the game is fairly straight
forward)
- Very small learning curve, you can pretty much jump straight in and have a lot of fun.
- Oh and the most important thing of all... CHEAP.

My cons lean mostly towards configuration and development issues, l'm sure once the game has had some more patches these
can be easily fixed.

Cons -
- Sometimes certain abilities wont work, eg replinishing your soliders ammo, half the time you will need to send him away from
his squad\/outside a bunker to heal or replenish ammo as the game has a hard time knowing what solider your're selecting when
in close quaters with other units and either will use the ability on the wrong soldier or just wont do anything at all until you select
the solider you want to use and send him away from other units so you can properly select him to use a ability etc.
- Sometimes enemys will shoot your soliders through walls\/rocks and your troops cant fire back.
- General diffuculty\/lack of consistency when controling large squads\/individal units to move long distances across the map.
(Will sometimes just unselect the units so you have to go back and move them small spaces at a time.)
- In it's current form the game only has 3 levels as far as l know which will take you a maximum of 30 minutes to 2hrs to
complete.

I could go on about very minor fixable problems but l dont see the point, this game is SO much fun and 100% worth the money.
Even if you can only get 1-2 hrs out of it in its current stage, (l hope developers will be adding more levels soon! :) ) it's totally
worth buying to support the developers and the general replayabilty of the game.

The game is cheap cheap cheap and is one of those games you can play for an hour or two then go play your primary game like
CSGO or pubg. Just one of those cheap mini games that is a tun of fun. l have a feeling a LOT more people will start hearing
about this game as it gets developed because even in it's early stages l can see it has a lot of potensial.
. I paid $30 for this OVA only to find that the "Nyannyan paradise" track is different from the in-game track. Very
disappointed.. the only insane about this game is the rubberband effect.
i dont know why anyone would play this instead of flatout? ...why did i even buy this...

at least it runs....so i give a thumb up. for the good\/bad points skip to the end of the review
Its worth noting the official site contains a demo (i dont know if its just one map or what not but if your unsure about the game
still you could grab it and see)

Type of game
large-scale strategy (this means you will be trying to control multiple units and bases generally trying to attack while defending
your own base to exploit your opponents weaknesses).
In short you will build hundreds of units fairly quickly, send them off to die (i mean take control of a area you like), train more
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units as your opponent counters, or exploits a lack of defence on your base, this struggle goes back and forth untill you or
they\/them break though and wipe you out

Gameplay
Like most strategy's of the war genre there is a Rock-Paper-Scissors based combat, this does not mean air kills land units, but
each unit has a strength and weakness, so a helicopter with ground missiles is easy prey for a jet with high calabure machine
guns, but a infantry man with anti air can happily take your pretty jet out of the sky, however if they can shoot at it, enough
rocks with happily tear the paper in half
On top of that if you control special deposits of ore you can build mega units, these big boys can decimate a whole army, but
like anything enough bee stings will quickly bring them down, costing the user more money than the units used to kill them, so
needs a suitable force to protect them still
Sound
The music is a nice mix of Heroic\/Inspiring music, its a nice mix but for extended play, you will most likly turn it off and pipe
in your own music\/tv over it while leaving sound effects on
Sound effects, these are not awe inspiring but are distinctive enough to tell whats shooting, and when a unit dies
AI
Due to the combat model used the AI is fairly competent, it throws a mixture of units at you and keeps up the attacks, meaning
you will always have something to do, be it train more units, lead a offensive or counter attack, or defend your own bases
Campaign
At this time i havnt completed the Campain, while described as epic i think i was Spoiled by the campaign of Supreme
Commander (1), leaving me to feel abit less epic. That being said the missions have good dialogue with each mission following
on from the last. however start of fairly short. along side this the AI here tends to be fairly restricted at least on the 1st 6-7
missions leaving you to do most the attacking, and stomping them

Skirmishes
you and upto 3 AI
Like most War Strategy games this (and multiplayer) is where you will spend most of your game time. It features a nice suite of
options including muliple landscapes eg, islands and climents (just for a change of scenery), and a handful of "popular" game
modes,

Multiplayer
with the nice background of units, the multiplayer is failry equal, you have lots of statergys to use against your human
opponent\/s and spamming one type of unit might work, but can very quickly be countered. it doesnt support ui, meaning you
cant have you and a mate battling too "robotic" ai. you have to face off another human team alone. you also cannot set it up as a
private game, meaning if you want your friend you should time it, so no one else jumps in and steals his place(granted its a bit
quite at the moment)

Options
most the normal options here, sound controls ect, resoluctions (upto 1080) and the ability to adjust particles (quality of the
wepon's fire)
one of the negative aspects is the save option, it works but you can only save one game (although it seems Campaign save and
Skirmish save is separate, but it mean you can only play one Skirmish at a time, and not bounce around between several, or have
a backup save incase it gets corrupted (i personaly like to make a save at the very start as a map backup, incase i realy enjoy that
map and want to use it again, but in another way)

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________

This game plays somewhat like Supream Commander (1), if you have played that and enjoyed it, you will enjoy this game, it
might not be a grand or as pretty but its a very good spitual successor to it with plenty to keep you busy
pros:
Large amount of units to choose from
Large scale war, who likes mothering over 20-30 units, you trained them to die,they will die
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Good selection of countrys to pick from, not just the old fashion USA\/Russia\/China choice (although the campain Revolves
around these)

Multiple resolutions (most of them are common ones such as 1080)

Easy to use UI, if you have played a staregy game before you will generally feel at home

Keybindings (kinda)

Plenty of map choice (eg continates\/sea\/ islands ect)

Cons:
Most of the keybindings are your control groups or open the map, you cant set keybindings to build buildings or train units

No repeat queue order

Mini map is in a odd place and cant be moved

Default options have the unit cap at 1000, im assuming this might be the top end cap for phones, and pc's can go higher without
a high fps drop (upto 5000 units)

Shadows seem to be a dark green which just looks odd when your near a forest

Low Res Grahics (commonly called charming or retro)

Only one Save slot (One for Campain, One for Skirmish)

No Private mode or AI in Multiplayer

Steam Overlay doesnt work. For a rather unknown game, this game is pretty well designed. The bosses are fairly original, the
difficult is tremendously high. I can already say this game isn't meant for the faint of heart because this game is just... well... it's
difficult.
Furthermore, my experience playing this game isn't very close to everything else I have played in my entire life (except for
super mario bros, but that game's combat isn't anywere near this game's combat and Dead Cells).
I recommend this game and give it a 7,1/10.
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Interesting mechanics and gameplay. worth the money :). This game is brilliant. I had it on Viveport subscription for a month
and consequently decided to buy it on Steam.
It's a PvP game where you battle it out with wands. Quite a strategic game and highly addictive. Especially when you really,
really want to beat that one person who keeps killing you.

If you don't like PvP it's not for you, as there's no real single-player mode. But if you want a PvP VR game and you've always
fancied yourself as a wizard or mage, then frankly you need this game in your VR library! Plus it's actually offered at a
reasonable price.

Needs more people playing it... so I highly recommend it for selfish reasons.

Edit: Wow. Since the v1.4 update this game is 100 times more beautiful in the lobby area.. this is ok...
make it a little easier dude
i cant even play its just
death death and uh well death. Love it <3. Graphics]
- Mediocre but passable.
- No stylisation and not very realistic.
- There's stock photos that clearly don't fit.
- Animatronics are pretty cool looking, especially the third one.

[★★★★☆] [Gameplay]
- You basically just wander around; find codes, keycards and try and survive.
- Animatronics also wander around trying to rip your face off.
- Requires lots of listening for sound clues and hiding which is terrifying.
- You may have no idea what to do at start if you don't notice the random spawning keycard.
- Ventilation code is also basically impossible to discover without walkthrough.
- Pretty scary and tense, does what it sets out to do.

[ - - - - - ] [Story]
- Have yet to achieve alt ending and find all notes.

[★★★☆☆] [Sound]
- Voice acting is laughable and unrealistic.
- Seriously I've heard better acting in a highschool drama class.
- Atmospheric music keeps game tense and is pretty good.
- Sound effects are distinguishable and clear.

[★★☆☆☆] [Replayability]
- One you've achieved it no real reason to do so again other than achievements.
- However there is a hardcore mode, where you play the same game with no saves.
- I'd recommend just looking at leftover notes and alt ending online.

[ - - - - - ] [Bugs]
- Encountered two bugs, one with the models when they pry you out of a locker.
- Another which traps you in a cutscene, which is gameover on hardcore mode.
- Changing volume in settings also does nothing.. Soldiers Of Freedom is a pethetic poor excuse of a game. The game is suppose
to be quote "a soldier fighting for the freedom in the heart off fierce combat. Conquer different battlegrounds alongside your
comrades. Realistic combat, fast paced action and advanced AI system will help you feel like on real battlefield" but instead is
just a move forward, kill soldiers, move forward, kill soldiers and repeat. Where is the freedom part or the battlefield. I tried
looking for it and couldn't find it.

The only thing realistic about this game is when you die you restart all the way to the begining...yay at least it gets dting right.

The "main menu" is pontless. You are in a tent during a "battle" and you go to a board where the 4 maps are but I bet some of
you didn't go beyond the sand bags. Well I did and the builds are basically bulding from Onward, no scratch that they are
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Onward builds. Did the develper just not want to create there own builds. And that explosion in the background is pontless.
There is nothing there other then few buildings and a blown up car. But you can go past that and guess what? There is nothing
beyond that other then a desert waste land. I got so far I couldn't see the base. There is an edge to the "main menu".

There is no setting option for the game. What see, hear and control is what you get. No audio adjustment, no movment
adjustment, no reload change option. In fact there is no anything.

There is no training so I guess your suppose to know what to do right off the bat when you start the first map.

There are 4 maps you can play but 3\/4 are locked until you kill a certain number of soldiers the only issue is you can't see how
many soldiers you have killed. The board doesn't tell you nor does a button in the game tell you. And that isn't the issue, the
issue is that the game has only 4 maps. I didn't even play the other 3 because the game was so bad.

The graphics are just terrible. Sometimes I get dark patches or light changes in different spots. The guns look bad and there is
no animation to anything other then enemies moving.

The advanced AI system is a pile of ton ton poop. The AI is broken and enemy AI doesn't even do anything other then stand in
the open or charge. There is not stragety at all. The enemy AI will also shoot you through walls or cover.

The weapon system is pathetic, its like a minion from the underworld. You can pick two weapons to carry with you. The issue is
there is no manual reload. Instead you put the weapon in a reload bubble on ether side of you. There is no holster or stap for
your guns so you are forced to duel weld if you pick 2 guns. You can have only one gun if you choose to. By picking one you
can grip the assault with the other hand but this only worked 1 time for me.

Ammo- You have unlimited ammo, like for real you can just continue shooting if you hover the guns in the ammo bubble and
never stop shooting.

While on weapons the sounds for the weapons are exactly the same. None have their own sounds. The developer just got lazy as
heck. How do you screw up the weapon sounds.

Moving is just teleporting. You don't do any walking motion or push the sensor pad in a direction. How is this real combat? Is
there a military that teleports I am not aware of?

I tried looking to see if this game is early access but found no trace of this being one so this is the full game from the infomation
I find on Steam. This game is charged at $19.99 and I can tell you now it's not worth $19.99, not even $9.99 heck not even
$4.99. The current state it's in makes it feel like the developer just took short cuts and hoped no one would notice or complain.

The final score of Soldiers Of Freedom is a 0\/10. There are better VR miliarty games and best one is Onward which is $24.99
and that is worth you hard earn money then this game. If the developer reads the reviews I hope they take notes and fix the
issues that are mention in the reviews.

That's the Pony review for Soldiers Of Freedom. Zombie Exodus was simple to learn and easy to play. The writing style is
enjoyable and the fate of your character and your team is in your hands. This game has a lot of replay value. I didn't like the
ending I got and will definitely be playing again.. Yes very much pls. I have mixed feelings about this game. The clicking
concept I felt was too simplistic for my tastes in games. However, I did enjoy seeing the politicians quotes, oh, and making fun
of them. But would I want to play it again? Probably not.

See gameplay and details at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BK9sR2J4svM. AMAZING AND FUN GAME

MONSTER SALE! 50% off, get the game now for less than $7 !:
If you wanted to get SUPER MAN OR MONSTER, but were short on cash the last few weeks, NOW is the time to get it.
Seriously, this is such a good deal, you'd be a fool not to get it.
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. Xform Discord server is now open!:
Discuss Super Man Or Monster 24/7 on the brand new Xform Discord server! Read all the latest news straight from the
development team. Discuss bugs, suggestions, gameplay. You name it. See you there!

[discord.gg]. Splitscreen Feedback wanted!:
As you might know the splitscreen mode of the game still has some balancing issues. If you are unlucky as Man, the Monster
can kill you in a single attack. Or, Man can be in luck with the weapon pickups he gets, or deploy units that are impossible for
you to destroy as a Monster.

We've had lots of good feedback already! But we need more!

Do you have ideas on the following:
* Order of the unlocking of units and monsters
* Which units and special attacks are available
* The rules of the game mode
* How the menu screens work etc.

All your feedback and suggestions are more than welcome on the... 'Feedback and Suggestions' section of the forum!

Thanks a lot for your ideas!

Diederik / Xform
P.S. We could really use some more reviews on the store page, so if you haven't left one yet, please do! :)
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. Splitscreen Gameplay:

Check out the video here: https://youtu.be/f3N7-n7YL0U. Support Xform Games on Patreon:
Greetings SMOM fans all over the world!

Xform is busy trying to get more of their webgames available as downloadable titles. Support the effort by joining them on
Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/xformgames
or discussing their games on Discord: https://discordapp.com/invite/cgQRb2j

See you there!
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Diederik / Xform

[www.patreon.com]. Bier und Wurst at Gamescom2017:
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You can come meet us in Cologne at Gamecom 2017! Please drop us a line on @XformGameDev or info@xformgames.com.
If you just want to say hi and drink a beer, look for us at the bars between the halls. See you there!
. OUT NOW! Get it with a 25% launch discount!:
UTRECHT, THE NETHERLANDS – October 31, 2017 - Game development studio Xform released their explosive monster
filled action game 'Super Man Or Monster' on Steam.
Watch the monstrous trailer here: https://youtu.be/9LNiPaXmA0A
Super Man or Monster is available now on the Steam Store for $12.99 with a 25% launch discount.

Thanks for all your support so far!

Diederik / Xform and Pieter / Xform. Coming Soon to Steam!:

As of now, Super Man Or Monster is officially...
Coming Soon to Steam!
With a store page and community hub and everything.
Hurray!
. Release date: October 31!:
Trick Or Treat! Super Man Or Monster is coming to PC this Halloween already! That's super-duper incredibly soon already. We
bet you did not see that coming. As you know, a lot of developers just delay and delay to annoy people. At Xform, we don't do
that. When it's done, it's done :)

Check out the brand new teaser here: https://youtu.be/1gfEnj5dH5U
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